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Mind Reading and Mind Control
Technologies Are Coming

Author TIDale

We need to figure out

the ethical

implications before

they arrive

The ability to detect electrical

activity in the brain through the

scalp, and to control it, will soon

transform medicine and change

society in profound ways.

Patterns of electrical activity in

the brain can reveal a person’s

cognition—normal and

abnormal. New methods to

stimulate specific brain circuits

can treat neurological and

mental illnesses and control

behavior. In crossing this

threshold of great promise,

difficult ethical quandaries

confront us.

MIND READING

The ability to interrogate and

manipulate electrical activity in

the human brain promises to do

for the brain what biochemistry

did for the body. When you go to

the doctor, a chemical analysis of

your blood is used to detect your

body’s health and potential

disease. Forewarned that your

cholesterol level is high, and

you are at risk of having a

stroke, you can take action to

avoid suffering one. Likewise,

in experimental research

destined to soon enter medical

practice, just a few minutes of

monitoring electrical activity

in your brain using EEG and

other methods can reveal not

only neurological illness but

also mental conditions like

ADHD and schizophrenia.

What’s more, five minutes of

monitoring electrical activity

flowing through your brain,

while you do nothing but let

your mind wander, can reveal

how your individual brain is

wired. FULL ARTICLE
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Scientists

suggest US

embassies

were hit with

high-power

microwaves –

here's how the

weapons work
The mystery ailment that has afflicted

U.S. embassy staff and CIA officers off

and on over the last four years in

Cuba, China, Russia and other

countries appears to have been caused

by high-power microwaves, according

to a report released by the National

Academies. A committee of 19 experts

in medicine and other fields

concluded that directed, pulsed

radiofrequency energy is the “most

plausible mechanism” to explain the

illness, dubbed Havana syndrome.

The report doesn’t clear up who

targeted the embassies or why they

were targeted. But the technology

behind the suspected weapons is well

understood and dates back to the Cold

War arms race between the U.S. and

the Soviet Union. High-power

microwave weapons are generally

designed to disable electronic

equipment. But as the Havana

syndrome reports show, these pulses

of energy can harm people, as well.

As an electrical and computer

engineer who designs and builds

sources of high-power microwaves, I

have spent decades studying the

physics of these sources, including

work with the U.S. Department of

Defense. Directed energy microwave

weapons convert energy from a power

source – a wall plug in a lab or the

engine on a military vehicle – into

radiated electromagnetic energy and

focus it on a target. The directed

high-power microwaves damage

equipment, particularly electronics,

without killing nearby people. Two

good examples are Review Full Article
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The Government Watch List And Targeted Individuals

For year's I've complained about I.D. theft and written many letters about the

stalking, hate crimes and victimizing that led to I.D. theft as all of this led to me, a

very nice mom being set up to D.C.F.S in 2009 spring and since this happened mail

and money does not reachme as it should.

I feel hate crimes were committed against me by misinterpationm about people

perceiving things the wrong way, and probably by being outright lied about and

set up and framed to D.C.F.S. I feel to rob my identity. Due to the set ups done to

me at this time I had a psych eval in 2009 fall and for years I have said I think

someone is lying about my psych eval and they could be lying they got control of

my mail and money and could have set me up for that reason. I was ruled " a

concerned citizen" for reporting crime tips to save my daughters, the tips I also

reported because I was afraid due to the stalkers from 2008 as I thought someone

was after them and me. I was ruled " Full Article

Author Nancy Gail Fox

“Love is an hourglass, with the heart filling up as the brain empties.”

Love is an hourglass,

with the heart filling up as

the brain empties. Jules

Renard
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Brain hack devices must be

scrutinised, say top scientists

Devices that merge machines with the human brain need to be

investigated, a study has said.

In future, "people could become telepathic to some degree" and being

able to read someone else's thoughts raises ethical issues, experts said.

This could become especially worrying if those thoughts were shared with

corporations.

Commercial products should not come from "a handful of companies",

they added

In the study - iHuman: Blurring Lines between Mind and Machine -

leading scientists at the UK's Royal Society lay out the opportunities and

risks of brain-to-computer devices FULL ARTICLE

Targeted Individual Fighting Back With
The Truth

Fighting gang stalkers back with the truth is what I've done for a long

Training Manual

for Gangstalking

1. GENERAL

Operations in general are of the

“active surveillance” type. Passive

surveillance is watching a target

covertly, to obtain information about

the target. Active surveillance can

include information gathering, but it

(also) includes the agent making the

target aware they are under

surveillance. Beyond active

surveillance, agents perform acts to

keep the target uncomfortable,

around the clock. Although

operations are silently approved of,

and covered for by the official justice

system, (they are not) seen as

criminal in nature by citizens who do

not have a strong sense of right and

wrong. Resd More

time, since I was slandered and set up in

2009. I decided to fax the facts and truth

out and then decided to email them to

outweigh the devil on the internet is the

phrase I say and I've done it every day

since 2009 by many email addresses as

they lie. Telling the truth and facts about

who you are I believe helps stop the Gang

Stalkers. I decided in 2010 to send my

email like crazy and still do it. I bought

three small laps in 2010 and set up many

email addresses then.For Full Article
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Nashville bomber motivated by

‘paranoia over 5G technology’

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (WKRN) — Federal

investigators are “looking seriously” at

whether “paranoia over 5G technology” led a

man to detonate a bomb inside of an RV in

downtown Nashville Christmas morning,

killing himself, injuring three others and

damaging more than 40 buildings, according

to law enforcement sources.

Officials: Nashville explosion suspect died in

blast

The sources told ABC News that Anthony

Quinn Warner, 63, may have been motivated,

at least in part, by that paranoia, which also

possibly extended to “a range of

things, including the existence of

life in outer space.”

Metro police and the FBI have

not revealed if they believe the

AT&T building where the RV was

parked was Warner’s intended

target, but said they are

investigating.

Authorities: No explosives found

in suspicious vehicle that shut

down Tennessee highway

Don Cochran, the U.S. Attorney

for Middle Tennessee announced

Sunday evening that Warner was

killed in the explosion, which

occurred at 6:30 a.m. Friday

morning near Second Avenue

North and Commerce Street,

leaving behind a trail of

destruction.

Prior to the explosion, Metro

police said Warner’s RV played

an audio recording of a

countdown, a warning for

people to evacuate possible

person of interest in and the

song “Downtown” by Petula

Clark.

FBI reportedly at home of

Nashville explosion

One Metro officer was

knocked to the ground, while

another suffered temporary

hearing loss as a result of the

blast. Three other people were

transported to area hospitals

with injuries that were not

considered to be

life-threatening, according to

investigators.

The investigation into the

explosion remains ongoing.

Author Kenney Gleason

End Torture By Electronic Harrasment

My theory on how electronic

harrasment is done is as follows.

The gang stalkers put a computer

microchip pellet in drinks and food so

targeted individuals swallow them

unknowingly.

They press remotes pull levers on car

dash boards and press microwave

keys on cell phones and computers.

The electronic harrasment is done to

set up medical kidnaps. They do this

invisible torturing to targeted

individuals so they are in pain so they

will say ow ,call someone and tell

them on the phone, the gang stalkers

bug cells and hear the targeted

indiviuals then show up in a group

and shoot them up with drugs for a

medical kidnap.  The gang stalkers

wear many costumes, uniforms and

hats to fool Police and Sheriffs, they

may tell them they are covering Gov

agency case files to help them out,

they may wear nurse uniforms and

look nice, cute , and conservative and

seem like a nice group of girls with

case workers trying to help some

people.

They are not nice at all. My readings

say they are naked having orgys all

together waiting to make kids porn

snuff films, cut off clitoruses in

human sacrifice films. The girls and

case workers are in a cult and they are

taught that orgasms with a man who

is not the dad means the whole family

is tainted and they are told to kill

them all. They are really hit men and

women Full Article Author Nancy Gail Fox
A
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The Electronic Harrasment Volt
I was electric volted in my boots April 6th,2013 as I was looking at a statue of Johnny Carson in The Motion Picture Art’s and Science

statue park in Noho, California. I felt a volt in my boots as I stood there, my eyes probably rolled back in my head and I thought I was

going to faint. Then I felt okay and sat down on some steps for a few minutes, I went to Wallgreens and bought Asprin as I know Asprin

can help to stop a heart attack as I felt the volt in my body. I went home and drank juice which made me throw up and I threw up the

volt ! That is good information for a targeted individual to know who’s gang stalked by electronic harrasment is that you might be able

to throw up a volt. I did another time also. So many times I almost died, so many near death experiences that only other targeted

indiviuals would understand, READ FULL ARTICLE Author Nancy Gail Fox

Reign of Terror - My Story
In 2017 I lived in the United States. I attended a political libertarian festival called Porcfest. At this

meeting, a man approached me and we conversed. I spoke about a technology called Mesh

Networks I believed could help protect people’s privacy online. He became afraid of this and

asked how it could be stopped, if satellites could see it, or if the police  could go door to door. He

told me “they do very bad things to people  who do this sort of thing.” After this he began to do

things suggesting he was collecting my biometrics. He bought me food when I said I wasn’t

hungry, and when I didn’t eat it, he told me to carry the bowl. He bought me almond milk and

unsealed it in front of me. Because it was almond milk I couldn’t say I was allergic, and

because he unsealed it in front of  me I couldn’t say I was afraid he had put something in it, so it

was as if he was removing excuses I might have had for not eating. He even yelled at me “You

have to!” as though I had to eat something he fed me. I poured the cup above my mouth so I

did not get my DNA on it. He later said he saw me eating out of a can and wondered what can it

was. READ MORE Author kess42

Charmaine Thomas Victim of Organized Gang Stalking since 2011

We were friends and I had discovered she didn't have my best interests...No

longer friends and I've been fighting since 2011 after I had exposed open public

Federal Court Case against Obama,

Since this time I've been targeted in every city and state...Blackball for jobs as

well as slander to hired stalkers...So as I had stated I had discovered Karen

Melton Stewart believing she had my best interests, and she didn't,

So being here on website with her makes me unsure if she has best interests of true TI's like me...

Thanks, Ms. Charmaine T Author Author Charmaine Thomas
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